August 8, 2017

Ask Trump to Stop CSR Bailout

President Trump can stop Obamacare today by refusing to bail out the health plans with Obama’s unconstitutional CSR, or cost-sharing subsidies. House Republicans sued Obama to stop the payments because even the Democrats didn’t fund them. This $7 billion a year to health plans lowers copays and deductibles for certain enrollees.

It’s a boon for health insurers, and a bane for taxpayers. Please ask Trump by tweet or phone call to act now. The power is in his hands. First, he should refuse to pay to CSR subsidies and second, he should end the administration’s appeal of the House lawsuit. This will collapse the Obamacare exchange system -- a huge step back to freedom.

“Trump is threatening a move that could make Obamacare implode and hurt lawmakers’ coverage,” Lydia Ramsey and Bob Bryan, Business Insider, July 31, 2017.
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